Sicily: The most beautiful beaches

In his Rapporto sulle coste siciliane
(Report on Sicilian coasts) the writer
Leonardo Sciascia stated that the perpetual
threat to Sicily comes from the sea. Most
conquerors came from over the sea but
today this island is a land to enjoy.
Thinking of the sea does not make Sicilians
sad any more.There are increasing numbers
of tourists (Italian and from abroad) who
visit the hidden treasures of Sicily (in
churches, streets and halls inland) and are
amazed and touched by the different
coastal landscape. Three seas surround the
island and its 1039 Km-longcoast. In some
areas there are many sighting towers (there
used to be over 150 of them), revealing that
the various parts of Sicily were very
different.A single stretch of coast may have
crystal-clear waters that suddenly become
intensely blue, like colder waters in the
north. Tall cliffs and rock stacks make way
for beaches with very fine white sand, or
lagoons with emerald green water are
replaced by mountains overlooking gulfs
and covered by thriving vegetation. Some
areas of unspoilt environment have been
turned into natural parks to protect them
from the considerable building activity that
is changing the coasts appearance. There
are tuna-fishing nets, caves and little coves
that will captivate you with their ancient
charm.This
book
contains
mainly
photographs and viewers will be seduced
by the images, as if the beauty of this land
were evoked by the yearning song of
Homers mermaids. The fatal attraction of
the sea leaves its mark. Many people travel
to Sicily to enjoy its landscapes, light and
colours.This guide is divided into four
sections, the most important itineraries, i.e.
the amazing smaller islands (there should
be a book only on them), the Ionian coast
(attractive and lively, with some amazing
inlets), the Mediterranean coast (flat and
straight, hot and sandy) and the Tyrrhenian
coast (with green, sunlit gardens, tall
jagged cliffs and crystal clear waters of
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different hues).There are may beautiful
places to visit and enjoy the sun and the
natural environment, as well as making the
best of delicious local food and drinks.
Whatever your tastes are, there is
somewhere in Sicily that will suit you
perfectly. If you are looking for a bit of
privacy there are plenty of empty beaches.
If you like company choose the crowded,
popular destinations. Access to some of the
beaches is not easy (Calamosche and
Cittadella, near Vendicari, are an example)
but your efforts will be rewarded by the
view when you get there. Many places are
magical and the landscapes appeal to the
visitors soul. The colour of the water
changes during the day according to the
angle of the suns rays. The clear light, the
blooming Mediterranean vegetation, the
scent of the aromatic herbs and the sea salt
are but some of the things that make
travelling through Sicily a journey of the
soul, of the creative mind and dreaming
intuition. We have considered the most
interesting parts of the long Sicilian
coastline (although we believe many more
could be included). In the areas we have
described, the beaches, rocks and plants are
the perfect setting for mental and physical
wellbeing.As you look through the pages
of this book, you will be the main
characters, whether you sit back and
remember your stay in Sicily or plan a
holiday, a journey to discover areas in
which dynamic, modern aspects mingle
with ancient beauty. You may notice that,
despite its contrasts and dramas, Sicily has
the measure of things - maybe it knows the
meaning of life not shaped by
individualism, cultural similarity or
scattering. This is what conviviality needs,
to hope in the future.The analysis of the
images clearly shows that the bright,
beautiful landscapes of Sicily are difficult
to forget. The simple explanations provided
with each picture go straight to the point
and aim at helping viewers meditate, by
prompting communication between the
landscape-character and visitors. The
ultimate objective is to provide a tool
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You probably couldnt fine a beach that doesnt offer something special. Just to convince you, heres a list of top 10
beaches on this captivating island.If youre able to come to Sicily during the spring or summertime, be sure to pack your
bathing suit. Here are the top 10 beaches in Palermo and surroundings.In the shadow of Mount Etna run tens of
kilometers of coastline, which in summer are transformed into a lively holiday resort area, with natural beautiful
sceneryThe best beaches in Sicily in a nice, easy to share infographic by . Discover the 50 beaches you cannot miss in
Sicily! The beach has in the past been voted one of the most beautiful in Italy and also benefits from being set between
two rocky ridges, meaningIn the shadow of Mount Etna run tens of kilometers of coastline, which in summer are
transformed into a lively holiday resort area, with natural beautiful scenery While Sicilian beaches are often of the
pebbly variety, with fewer sandy Islands most dramatically beautiful swimming and sunbathing spots.With pale, soft
sand and crystal clear shallow water, this beautiful crescent bay is the most famous Sicily beaches on the island. Lying
between two cliffs, Monte This isnt surprising as Sicilys shores are not only among the most beautiful in the
Mediterranean but the whole world. Although a road trip is a Where are the most beautiful beaches in Sicily? Before
you choose your holiday villa in the sun, get the lowdown on some of Sicilys best From buzzy stretches with a plenty of
sand and sun, to remote rocky coves - here are the best beaches in Sicily and how to find them. Blog > Top 10 beaches
in Sicily. Love to spend time soaking up the sun and listening to the ripple of the waves? Youll be quick to discover
thatSpiaggia di San Vito lo Capo: the most beautiful beach in sicily - See 8538 traveller reviews, 3300 candid photos,
and great deals for San Vito lo Capo, Italy,Sicily boasts an impressive selection of sandy beaches all within close reach
of our villas.Salina Island. Isola Bella. Taormina, Sicily, Italy. Spiaggia di San Vito lo Capo. Via Lungomare, San Vito
Lo Capo, San Vito lo Capo, Sicily, Italy. Spiaggia di Mondello. Viale Regina Elena, Mondello, Palermo, Sicily, Italy.
Lago di Venere. Cala Rossa. Scala dei Turchi. Isola delle Correnti. Vendicari Nature Reserve.
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